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therefore by no means the most convenient practical point,
which in this case would correspond to about 5 per cent, of
CO. This temptation has led engine builders to set carburettors
so to give maximum power, instead of aiming at minimum
production of CO and therefore maximum thermal efficiency.
Dugald Clerk has also carried out tests of this kind. He
used for this purpose the engine on a 18 H.P. Siddeley car.
The engine was a 4-cylinder one, bore 4 inches, stroke 4 inches
Samples of the exhaust were taken while—
(a) The car was standing on the level with the engine
running as slowly as possible.
,   (6) The car still standing, but engine running at about
600 r.p.m.
(c)	The car running on a level at about 18 m.p.h., the
throttle less than half open.
(d)	The car climbing a hill, engine running about 1,000
r.p.m., and throttle from three-quarters to full open.
It will be seen from the above table that under circum-
stances which might quite often occur in practice about 4
per cent, of CO is being produced. To meet the difficulties
of designing a carburettor which should mix air and petrol
in constant proportions under all conditions of load and speed
is no easy thing, indeed most builders aim at quite different
mixtures, viz., those that make for ease at starting, for
rapidity of " picking up/' and other features of car manage-
ment that make for ease of manipulation.	*
Dugald Clerk concludes from the results of his experiments
that the following conditions appear to produce imperfect
combustion—
 1.	Too rich mixture with insufficiency of oxygen.
 2.	Too weak mixture with excess of oxygen, but too slow
a rate of ignition and combustion.
3.	Irregular mixture—mixture supplied too rich in com-
position at one part of the stroke, and too weak in
another ;   that is, bad mixture.	:
4.	Engine and carburettor cold.   This tends to cause im-
perfect combustion, due   partly to low temperature
and partly to bad carburetting.
 

